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Media Studies - Hollywood Film

Genre task for Don’t knock twice and Drag me to 
hell
Genre theory - Steve Neale

Genres may be dominated by repetition, but are also marked by difference, variation, and 
change.

Genres change, develop, and vary, as they borrow from and overlap with one another.

Genres exist within specific economic, institutional and industrial contexts.

Watch the following scenes from your two movies-

Don’t Knock Twice (49-51)

Drag Me to Hell (46-49)

Both scenes attempt to create suspense by using sound and visual codes. 

In your own words, explain what is meant by the term ‘suspense’ in regard to film 
making. 

Suspense is especially important to the horror genre. It positions the audience to respond 
in a particular way. 

Use the table provided to comment on specific techniques that are used to create 
suspense. Make sure that as well as identifying media language, you are commenting on 
how it is being used and what the effect is. 

Use the table provided to comment on specific techniques that are used to create genre. 
Make sure that as well as identifying media language, you are commenting on how it is 
being used and what the effect is.

Points for discussion 

 » Both scenes attempt to position audiences using sound and visual codes. 

 » Is there a sense of repetition throughout both sequences?

 » How does each sequence differ?

 » What is the preferred audience positioning of either film? How does each film attempt to 
achieve this aim?

 » Do the production values of each film make any difference the impact of the scene?
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Media Studies - Hollywood Film

Task: Steve Neale argues that “Genres are instances of repetition and difference”. 

How far is this true of the sequences you have watched? 

Write a response in your exercise books, referring to the table, your notes and the 
screenshots provided.


